The objective of this paper is to demonstrate the use of computer modeling and simulation as an effective analytical tool which can be integrated with representative data from user duty cycles to validate test data recorded from a vehicle. Computer modeling is an increasingly important design tool, but the necessity of real-world test data is often overlooked. This paper will present an example of the Logistics Vehicle System Replacment (LVSR), using real-world proving ground data as inputs to the vehicle model, as well as instrumented vehicle test data to validate outputs of the vehicle model.
LVSR Sponsors
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LVS/LVSR LVS/LVSR
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Highlights from LVSR ORD (DRAFT) Highlights from LVSR ORD (DRAFT)
• Primary Mission -Provide heavy cargo transport with the Marine Air Ground Task 
Define Mission Requirements in Engineering Terms
NATC Modeling and Simulation NATC Modeling and Simulation
• Developed 5 operational mission scenarios in terms of mathematical representation of terrain roughness. This definition allows the mission environment to be introduced into the vehicle dynamics model. • Developed validated 5-ton frame model to verify ability of 5-ton structure to support 8 ton payload for MTVR program.
• Historically has performed NRMM modeling analysis on wheeled and tracked vehicles ranging from HMMWV to AGS tracked vehicle.
• NATC has previously used DADS, SDRC I-DEAS, CATIA, AutoCAD, MSC/NASTRAN and MATLAB.
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NATC Modeling and Simulation NATC Modeling and Simulation
• Regularly performs modeling and simulation for vehicle applications from motorcycles to Class 8 trucks • Generates RPC III drive files which are used to develop laboratory shaker inputs for vehicle component development.
• Developed critical failure criteria (tire blowout, steering failure, etc.) and has provided mathematical and input file relationships to vehicle driving simulators.
• Provided validation data for commercial driver simulators and road roughness based drive file inputs to dynamic shakers. 
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LVSR Modeling LVSR Modeling
Service Environment Example
Dis tance (Feet) Elevation (Inches)
Rough Gra ve l w/ Wa s hboa rd a nd P othole s Gxx(n) = 4.0e -6 (n)^-2.4
Wa s hboa rd -5.0e -3 ft^2/cycle /ft a t 0.3 to 0.5 cycle /ft P othole -9.0e -3 ft^2/cycle /ft a t 0.1 to 0.2 cycle /ft 
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Belgian Block
Dis tance (Feet) Elevation (Inches)
Be lgia n Block Le ft Whe e l P a th Be lgia n Block Right Whe e l P a th 8.0e -2 ft^2/cycle /ft a t 0.083 cycle /ft a nd wa ve le ngths a re 180° out-of-pha s e le ft to right whe e lpa th Gxx(n) = 4.0e -4 (n)^-1.4
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Mission Scenarios Mission Scenarios
• Establish Baseline 
Road Induced Dynamic Load Effects:
L = L V V V G (n ) V G (n ) b t
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Static Roll Threshold Evaluation Static Roll Threshold Evaluation
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Stability Testing Stability Testing
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Vehicle Tests Performed by NATC (Continued) Vehicle Tests Performed by NATC (Continued)
• Durability 
Accelerated Durability Evaluation Accelerated Durability Evaluation
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Accelerated Life Evaluation Accelerated Life Evaluation
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Vehicle Tests Performed by NATC (Continued) Vehicle Tests Performed by NATC (Continued)
• Ride Quality 
• Ride Quality
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Vehicle Tests Performed by NATC (Continued) Vehicle Tests Performed by NATC (Continued)
• Mobility 
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Durability/Mobility Evaluation
Modeling Integration Modeling Integration
Computer Modeling Data Acquisition 0 0. 5 1 1. 5 2 2. 5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 2 0 Hz Phase 0 0. 5 1 1. 5 2 2. 5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 2 0 Hz Phase 0 0. 5 1 1. 5 2 2. 5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 2 0 Hz Phase -0 .5 0 0. 5 1 1. 5 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 2 0 Hz Gain -0 .5 0 0. 5 1 1. 5 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 2 0 Hz Gain -0 .5 0 0. 5 1 1. 5 2 2. 5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 2
Modeling -Fatigue Analysis
• Rainflow Cycle Counting Method -Rainflow Cycle Counting Rules:
• Rainflow begins successively at the inside of each stress peak • Flow continues until it encounters a greater peak than where it initiated if it started at a maximum valued peak, or until it encounters a lesser peak than where it initiated if it started at a minimum value peak; the flow must stop preceding and opposite the new baseline peak • Rainflow must stop if it meets the rain from the roof above -Note that every part of the rainflow is counted once and only once • Modeling Methodology -Dynamic Analysis -Deflection and interference analysis will be performed by using ADAMS -The CAD model will be translated to the dynamic model package -Degrees of freedom will be defined for the system -Equation of motion will be defined -Manufacturer's standards data will be provided for quantities such as springs, dampers, bushings -Proper joint definitions will be given (translation, rotation)
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Modeling -Dynamic Analysis Modeling -Dynamic Analysis
• Modeling Methodology -Dynamic Analysis -Proper force functions will be given -Terrain profiling data will be the input drive file to the model (operational data) -Proper transfer functions will be defined between the tire, the suspension, the other unsprung mass and the sprung mass, such as the frame -The model will be processed to obtain output in terms of part interference and part performance -Part performance can be quantified as the part deformation, part deflection or the whole vehicle performance • The templates are delivered as part of the toolkit. There will be a template developed for each of the suppliers that are participating in the program. All of the suppliers will have access to all of the templates.
• The data is stored in text files and can either be manipulated directly with a text-editor or thought the ADAMS/Pre GUI. Data will not be supplied as part of the toolkit. Suppliers will not have access to other suppliers' data.
• Rapid-simulation tool -ADAMS/Pre can be used to quickly run several simulations and design-of-experiments. Allows user to modify parameters to test different configurations -Each template has a series of easy-to-use dialog boxes, which provide access to the data. Offers reporting and plotting capabilities through ADAMS/View 
